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T rails are my happy 
place. I want everyone 

to love them as much as I 
do, and I hope my writing 
encourages people to 
explore.

Get your holiday 
shopping done 
and support trails 
at the same time! 
See the Wish Book 
on page 42.
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/wtahikers/washingtonhikers

Washington Trails Association is a volunteer-driven nonprofit membership organization working to preserve, 

enhance and promote hiking opportunities in Washington state. We engage and mobilize a community of hikers 

as advocates and stewards for our trails statewide. Through collaborative partnerships and grassroots advocacy, 

WTA focuses on state and federal issues, including trail funding, hiker safety and wilderness protection. WTA is 

committed to leaving a rich legacy of trails and wildlands for future generations to enjoy.

WTA was founded by Louise B. Marshall (1915–2005). Ira Spring (1918–2003) was its primary supporter. Greg Ball 
(1944–2004) founded the volunteer trail maintenance program. Their spirit continues today through contributions 
from thousands of WTA members and volunteers.
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TOP: WTA, Mountains to Sound Greenway and 
REI hosted a field tour of the Middle Fork to wrap 
up REI’s Every Trail Connects campaign, which 
resulted in REI donating nearly $69,000 to repair 
the Middle Fork Snoqualmie River Trail.

MIDDLE: In early October, WTA volunteers 
completed the approach to a new bridge on the 
Ira Spring Trail. Thanks to the Snoqualmie Ranger 
District and  the Spring Family Trail Fund  for 
making this bridge possible. And thanks to all 
our partners who helped make this trail safer for 
all users.

BOTTOM: Thanks to generous support from the 
National Forest Foundation’s Forest Stewardship 
Fund and Skamania Lodge, WTA is finishing 
a year of trail work where volunteers have 
restored, improved and built new trails at popular 
destinations in the Gorge—including work on the 
1-mile Sams Walker barrier-free trail.

Heroes Everywhere
When the issue of superheroes was raised, my mind instantly flew out 

the window to the skies above as I pictured Wonder Woman, Elektra, 
Catwoman, Darna and Sailor Moon all joining together and using their 
superpowers to magically restore lost trails, repair destroyed bridges and 
cut legions of downed logs. 

But when I eventually returned to Earth, I realized that everyone 
who is part of our community is a superhero in their own way. We are 
an organization with a nearly 50-year history of ordinary hikers coming 
together and doing remarkable things for trails. 

Everyone who steps outside to hike a neighborhood trail inspires others 
to explore places close to home. POW! ZAPP! WROOOM! Everyone who 
tells others about a hiking adventure motivates others to find new places. 
WOW! CRAAACK! Everyone who takes others out—especially the young 
and new to hiking—pays it forward in every way. KRAAAKT! KA-POW! 
KRASH! Everyone who volunteers a day on trail makes it possible for 
others to follow in their footsteps. KA-POW! KRAK! WHOMT! Everyone 
who contributes money to keep our trails open and our advocacy strong 
makes it all possible. BIFF! BOOM! POOOF!

Ira Spring is one super example of a trail superhero. He not only 
cofounded WTA and served as its first board president, he was also way 
before his time in championing the importance of introducing youth to 
the outdoors. He was a prolific writer, authoring more than a dozen books 
introducing hikers to Washington’s trails. And he was a tireless advocate 
as he fought for Washington’s national parks, as well as changes in the 
state’s policies and access to its public lands. So it is with great pride 
that we announce in this magazine a continuation of his legacy with the 
creation of a new fund at WTA: the Spring Fund for Trails. 

A hero changes lives and we do that together by our shared 
commitment. So here’s to heroes—as we harness our superpowers and 
work together to make our world a better place! 

THANK YOU and happy hiking! 

FRONT DESK
Karen Daubert

karen@wta.org
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Editor’s Choice

YOU! 
Are you an eager outdoor photographer? 

Do you love writing up and sharing your 
hiking experiences? Are you an expert 
on trails in a specific region? Do you 
have a knack for tinkering in Photoshop? 
Washington Trails has opportunities for 
anyone who is interested in contributing to 
this magazine. 

Even with all of the fantastic contributors 
we currently have volunteering their 
expertise with us, there’s still a need for 
more. With a minimal paid office staff, 
we rely heavily on volunteer writers and 
photographers to help bring this magazine 
together every other month. There are 
many opportunities to participate in our 
regional trail coverage. Right now, there is 
a specific need for knowledgeable hiker-
writers in Washington’s southwest, north-
central and eastern regions. 

For the photogs out there, we 
encourage you to get on our contributing 
photographer list. It’s a great way to get 
your images seen by hikers across the state, 
as well as perhaps get noticed by other 
(paying) publications. If you have artistic 
or design skills, there are opportunities 
available in those areas, too.

Make it your new year’s resolution to 
volunteer with WTA on the creative side 
and join one of the many magazine teams. 
For more info, email editor@wta.org.

Giving Thanks
In this season of kindness and thanks, I wanted to share a few things 

that I’m thankful for. Of course, I’m thankful for my health, and my ability to 
get out and hike amazing trails all over the Northwest. I’m thankful for the 
support and patience of my loving wife—I mean, there’s hiking gear and 
Legos all over the house! (Is that sharing too much?) I’m thankful I was able to 
complete hiking Oregon’s PCT fire-free this summer. (Sorry Washington, don’t 
mean to rub it in.) I’m thankful that JJ Abrams is bringing us a new Star Wars. 
(Please be good!) And I’m thankful that I have an amazing team of volunteers 
and contributors to continue bringing this publication to WTA members and 
hikers across the state.

This has been another year of great hikes, destinations and stories. The 
contributors who produce this material are people far from the spotlight but 
passionate about sharing trails and exploration with others. Many of these 
contributors have been participating since just shortly after I took the reigns 
as editor of this magazine; others have recently joined to become part of 
the content-sharing community. They have varied personal and professional 
lives, but trails are the one thing that bring them all together. When we 
recognize all of WTA’s fantastic trail volunteers, they often fly under the radar, 
but their contributions are no less valuable and important to getting WTA’s 
work across the state done.

In the spirit of this issue’s focus on superheroes (see page 17), there are 
two magazine contributors in particular I would like to give a special thanks 
to. Brittany Manwill started as a regional trails contributor almost four years 
ago, and has produced a featured trail for nearly every issue since. When 
she moved to Bend, Oregon, she continued contributing because she loves 
covering her favorite Washington trails. When she started her own business, 
then began writing her first full guidebook, then became a mother, she never 
missed a beat. Next year she will become an even bigger hero for Washington 
Trails as a member of the new gear team and the new foods columnist.

The other hero I would like to acknowledge is Cassandra Overby. Two 
years ago she started contributing her thoughtful stories to Washington 
Trails. This eventually earned her a spot on WTA’s paid staff, where she 
continued producing insightful commentaries and profiles, as well as helping 
with the production of the magazine. Earlier this year, she departed WTA 
to embark on a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to explore Europe for six 
months. Her commitment to WTA and Washington Trails traveled with her, 
as she has continued participating in the development and production of 
this publication from hostels and B&Bs, wherever she can get a wi-fi signal—
when she’s not hiking the Scottish highlands or the mountains of Turkey.

Next year, as WTA enters its 50th year of serving hikers, you can expect 
big things from Brittany, Cassandra and all of Washington Trails’ dedicated 
volunteer contributors, both the veterans and the recent additions. So 
on behalf of myself, and WTA’s members, thank you to all of these heroes: 
Tami, Nate, Jer, Craig, Brandon, Rachel, David, Lindsay, Mike, Kristen, Ryan, 
Aaron, Holly, Buff, Doug, Deanna, Charlie, Jonathan, Heath, Lindsay, Rebecca, 
Whitney, Jim, Rebecca, Kelsie, Jennifer, Brittany, Cassandra and the many, 
many more who make Washington Trails such an awesome magazine. 

Cheers ~ 

SIGNPOST
Eli Boschetto

editor@wta.org
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COMMUNITY
Around the Web

Photographs have 
power. Before 
you shoot, stop 
and think about 
whether you’re 
capturing a 
landscape in a way 
that promotes good 
LNT practices. Get 
inspired by these 
shots from last 
year’s Northwest 
Exposure entries 
and their subtle 
zero-impact stories 
at wta.org/gallery.

  WTA TRIP REPORTS:   
Good Intentions Gone Awry
Whether it’s stacking stones, leaving treasures at 
summits or marking miles, sometimes hikers’ good 
intentions leave a lasting mark. To learn what is—and 
isn’t—cool on trail, visit wta.org/bestintentions.  
And kudos to Ben for cleaning up part of the Snow 
Lake Trail for future hikers.

I took some time to practice my graffiti-removal skills on 
the large purple ‘1’ that was spray-painted near the one-
mile mark on the Snow Lake Trail. I’d say the effort was 
largely successful, although some of the purple spray-
paint is still clinging to cracks and crevices in the rock.   

—  benmayberry, Snow Lake

Read more trail stories in Trip Reports, and help fellow hikers by 
filing a report of your own at wta.org/tripreports.
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BLOGOSPHERE:
Small Acts of Stewardship

Jessica Rhae is the founder and chief blogger at 
YouDidWhatWithYourWeiner.com, a blog devoted to adventuring 
with dogs and inspired by her hiking dachshunds, Chester and 
Gretel. On her blog and social channels, she busts stereotypes 
about what makes for a great outdoor pup and espouses hiking 
responsibly with dogs. This summer, Jessica celebrated National 
Trails Day by organizing a pup-friendly trash and poop-pickup hike 
on the Lake 22 Trail: 

“We had a lot of fun with it. Part of the reason for having several 
people pick up trash on a busy day was for others to see us. It wasn’t 

because we wanted them to 
thank us or see how ‘good’ we 
were. Instead, it was to make 
picking up trash a visible, fun 
thing to do in hopes of inspiring 
others to do the same. All 
together, we picked up about 
three pounds of trash, had a 
beautiful day on the trail and 
enjoyed good company.”

Learn more about Jessica, 
Chester and Gretel at  
wta.org/blogosphere.
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5 Tips for Sharing 
Your Favorite Trails

We all love sharing the amazing trails and 
destinations we hike to. Whether it’s an alpine peak 
or a glacier-fed lake, Washington is photogenic. 
Before you snap and share your next hiking shot, 
consider these tips for creating a positive trail culture 
and becoming a steward for the wild places we share.

1  Show off your Leave No Trace camp
Whether you’re car camping at a state park or 
backpacking in the alpine highlands, show everyone 
else how rad your camp is—while also still complying 
with Leave No Trace principles.

2  Be Respectful of Wildlife
Those mountain goats and marmots are mad cute, 
but remember to give them plenty of space. No 
matter how cute of a face they have or how much 
they beg, a sweet shot on your phone isn’t a reason 
to feed or approach wildlife too closely. Use a zoom 
lens to capture wildlife from a safe distance. This not 
only keeps you safe but doesn’t disrupt the animals 
in their natural habitat.

3  Lead by Example
Being a steward of the outdoors means that it falls on 
you to show how to treat the outdoors with respect. 
Lead by example and show proper Leave No Trace 
practices and safe activities.

That doesn’t mean your photos need to be boring. 
Make them awesome and exciting, but don’t forget 
to set an example for others to follow. You never 
know who might find your photos and emulate your 
actions (good or bad).

4  Choose When and Where to Share
If you visit a fragile backcountry environment, not 
intended for heavy use, consider the implications of 
leaving an exact geo-targeted location on your social 
media posts.

If you’re on a popular trail, consider showcasing how 
to treat and navigate well-traveled trails so other 
hikers can understand the implications of hiking in 
some of the more popular areas in Washington. For 
example, point out how cutting switchbacks can 
damage plant life, etc.

5  Give Positive Feedback
See an awesome photo in your circles on Instagram, 
Tumblr or on a trip report where someone is 
promoting proper outdoor etiquette? Give them 
kudos! Nothing will promote the protection of our 
amazing trails and wild spaces on social media more 
than positive reinforcement of good practices.

Does Social Media Impact Trails?
Do photographers and other influential organizations 

or publications have a responsibility for potential negative 
impacts when they share a stunning backcountry photo 
on social media? Professional Seattle-based adventure 
photographer Scott Rinckenberger recently jump-started 
this crucial conversation among his fellow photographers 
and his (not insignificant) following on Instagram. 

Washington has some of the best hiking trails in 
the nation, and while some trails are nearly lost to 
underfunding, others are increasingly threatened by 
overuse—a phenomenon that can become even more 
pronounced when a great photo inspires a large number 
of people to visit a beautiful spot. Popular backcountry 
destinations can only handle so much foot traffic before 
they begin to show wear and tear, especially if visitors 
haven’t yet learned how to practice zero-impact principles. 

Public lands belong to everyone, including future 
generations. So how do we encourage everyone to fall in 
love with trails while also preserving these awesome, fragile 
parts of our state? 

It’s a pressing conversation worth having—and one 
without easy answers. We talked to Scott and weighed 
in with a few thoughts of our own. Read the thoughtful 
responses to his original question and join the conversation 
at wta.org/socialimpact.

It’s Peggy, Not Polly
In the Sep+Oct 2015 issue of Washington Trails, we featured 
the trail to Cathedral Rock with a spectacular photo by 
Doug Diekema. In the description we mistakenly referred 
to the small lake below the peak as Polly’s Pond, when it 
is, in fact, Peggy’s Pond. An eagle-eyed reader was quick to 
point out our error. We can always count on our members 
to keep us honest.
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WTA AT WORK
Program News

Naming WTA in their estate plans was an easy decision for Tom and Jeanne 
Vicary. When they moved to Washington 18 years ago, they immediately knew 
that ours was a state worth protecting. Each hike they take gives them peace, 
tranquility and the chance to connect with nature.

Though Tom has been a WTA member since 2006, he only recently took up 
volunteering with us. He’s certainly made up for lost time—in just two short 
years, Tom has participated in dozens of work parties, from one-day events to 
weeklong Backcountry Response Team trips. Says Tom, “I’m motivated to keep the 
trail system going, even when federal budgets go down.” At 70 years old, Tom’s 
motivation must be strong; he even purchased his very own crosscut saw!

Thank you, Tom and Jeanne, for creating a bright future for our trails.

Learn about contributing to WTA’s legacy giving program at wta.org/support.

“When I think of the legacy I’d like to leave, it’s making sure 
that the trails we have today are preserved for the future.”

PACKING IN: Volunteers Gary Riggs and Thomas Calvery headed into the Silver 
Star Scenic Area in September as part of a WTA Backcountry Response Team. 
They worked to open up a badly overgrown section of the rugged Starway Trail.
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WTA Internships Change Lives
“This summer was a life-changing experience. I can’t thank WTA enough,” 

says Alex Compeau, a sophomore at the University of Washington. In 2015, 
Alex was one of four young adult interns who spent their summer gaining 
leadership skills and building technical trail skills on Volunteer Vacations.

For Alex, people and places were among the many highlights of the 10-week 
internship program. He notes, “The crew leaders and volunteers were all really 
great. There was not a bad part of the summer. I never got tired of the job; 
instead, I got energy and would wake up even stronger than the previous day.”

Over the course of the summer, Alex learned that “leaders know how to 
delegate and teach people how to do things. They empower others and trust 
that they will get things accomplished without having to be micromanaged.” 
The intern experience also allowed him to reflect on who he is and how he 
approaches his responsibilities. “I could see myself in the teenage boys I worked 
with and realized how much I’d grown in my first year of college,” he says. 

Since Alex started volunteering with WTA in 2010, first as a high school 
student seeking to fulfill community service hours and then with the summer 
internship experience, he has discovered his passion. “I found what I love and 
what gives me energy,” he shared. “I will continue to pursue spending time 
outdoors even if my career isn’t in the outdoors.” Alex is currently pursuing a 
degree in earth sciences, so more than likely he will be spending plenty of time 
outside.

We would like to thank Alex and the other interns, Minah Choi, Naomi Price-
Lazarus and Caroline Sheffield, for their leadership and for helping to make the 
2015 Volunteer Vacation season a success.

FREE PARK PASSES FOR KIDS
Fourth graders and their families are now able to gain free 
access to all federal parks, lands and waters through August 
2016. This new initiative, launched by President Obama and 
the Department of the Interior, aims to connect millions of 
kids and their families to our public lands.  
Learn more at everykidinapark.gov.
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WTA’s 2015 Achievements*

3,984: Volunteers on trail 

1,331: Youth trail stewardship experiences

971: Outdoor Leadership supported experiences

11,000: Trip reports submitted

11,300: Miles hiked by 289 Hike-a-Thoners

$101,000,000: Approved by state 
legislature to improve parks, trails and more

Advocacy: Ira Spring Trail won’t be converted 
into a log-hauling road

Olympia: New outdoor recreation advisor 
position created in Governor’s Office

New App: New features let hikers access trail 
info from anywhere—and submit trip reports!

THANKS TO YOU! 
The staff and board at WTA would like to thank all of its 

members and volunteers for another great year. In this 

issue we highlight some amazing people, but here at 

WTA we’re continuously inspired by everyone in the 

hiking community. We believe that being out in nature 

has a powerful impact on people’s lives; whether you 

are a friend helping others discover the outdoors, a 

parent sharing a moment on trail with your child, a 

trip reporter, trail volunteer, a government or nonprofit 

partner or a WTA member—you  help make the work 

we do possible. Next year Washington Trails Association 

will be celebrating 50 years of protecting and promoting 

hiking trails and we want to invite each of you to be a 

part of this yearlong celebration. We couldn’t have come 

this far without all of you!
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WTA is excited to be working in a new location this fall: the 
Stimpson Nature Reserve in Bellingham. Volunteer crews 
will be doing annual maintenance on the preserve’s 4 miles 
of forested trails. This close-in location provides a trail 
destination for hikers of all ages to explore and enjoy.

Spring Family Trust Chooses WTA
Today it is up to a lot of hikers like you and me to 
save our wild places. – Ira Spring

Washington Trails Association is proud to announce that it has 
been selected to carry on the mission of the Spring Family Trust. As 
summer came to a close this year, the Trust contributed $200,000 
to WTA to be used towards trail maintenance in Washington state, 
continuing the legacy of Ira and Pat Spring and honoring their 
commitment to caring for Washington’s trails.

An avid outdoor photographer, Ira Spring coauthored the 
classic 100 Hikes in Western Washington guidebook. It featured 
text by Louise Marshall and photos by Ira and his twin brother, 
Bob. The book’s first printing sold out in just three weeks and 
launched a groundbreaking series of bestselling guidebooks. As 
tireless advocates for Washington’s wild places, the Spring family 
established the trust to support trail maintenance and construction 
in Washington through individual contributions and royalties from 
the 100 Hikes books.

WTA owes a tremendous debt of gratitude to Ira Spring as one 
of the organization’s founders and the longest-serving member on 
WTA’s board of directors. WTA is honored to keep his legacy alive in 
our trail work, advocacy, communications and youth programs.

The result of a new partnership: WTA volunteers have been 
improving trails in Tacoma’s Swan Creek Park, a 290-acre 
greenspace with a salmon bearing stream, wooded canyon, 
upland forest, paved and natural trails, a new community 
garden and new mountain bike trails.
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TRAIL NEWS
Hiking Across WA

WASHINGTON, D.C. – For many Washingtonians, this fire 
season felt more personal than ever before. We were left 
to mourn the loss of homes and lives and watched the 
destruction of some of our most treasured places. This year’s 
fire season came with an enormous bill, leaving agencies 
struggling to find funds for other programs and prevent next 
year’s fire season from being as destructive.

RECREATION FUNDS FIGHT FIRES 

For the eighth time since 2002, the 
Forest Service will have to transfer 
recreation funds within its own budget to 
cover fire-related expenses. Forest Service 
Chief Tom Tidwell informed his staff on 
August 25 that non-fire spending would 
need to be frozen to combat a projected 
shortfall in wildfire funds.

“Once again we have to shut down 
many parts of our mission to fulfill our 
wildfire suppression responsibilities within 
the funds available to the agency,” Tidwell 
wrote in a memo at the end of August. 
“I recognize that this direction will have 
significant effects on the public whom we 
serve and on our many valuable partners, 
as well as agency operations, target 
accomplishments and performance.”

$250 million will be transferred from 
non-fire spending to cover wildfire costs.

THE BACKLOG CONTINUES 

Last year, the Government 
Accountability Office released a report 
that indicated the Forest Service faces a 
trail maintenance backlog of $314 million due to low annual 
funding for the agency and the increasing need to shift 
recreation funds to emergency expenses related to wildfires.

Earlier this summer, the Forest Service stated that it is 
spending more than half of its budget on fighting fires for the 
first time in the agency’s history. The agency projects it will 
have to spend two thirds of its budget this way within the 
decade without congressional action.

CONGRESS TO THE RESCUE?

During the August recess, Senator Maria Cantwell held a 

Fires Add More 
Pressure to 
Forest Budgets

meeting with fire officials and land managers to discuss the 
changing challenges facing the state.

“After the Carlton Complex fire, we realized that we need 
new tools to address these fires before they happen,” said 
Cantwell at the hearing in Naches. “Right now, too much of 
the budget is going to fight the actual fires.”

In the House, the entire Washington delegation has signed 
on to support the Wildfire Disaster Funding Act of 2015 (H.B. 

167). Senator Cantwell is co-sponsoring the companion bill in 
the Senate (S. 235). As an appropriator, Senator Patty Murray 
refrains from sponsoring funding-related legislation.

If passed, the Wildfire Disaster Funding Act would create a 
new funding source for fighting wildfires that wouldn’t force 
agencies to raid funds from other areas of their budgets. 
The bill requires the Secretary of the Interior to request the 
additional funds from Congress each year.

Cantwell is expected to introduce a bill in the Senate 
sometime this fall aimed at preventing future fire seasons 
from being as dangerous and costly as this one, with an 
emphasis on prevention and healthy fire management.è

The Forest Service projects it 
will have to spend two thirds 
of its budget fighting wildfires 
within the decade without 
congressional action.

Lightning ignited Washington’s Wolverine Fire, which burned though much of the summer and 
charred more than 65,000 acres on the west side of Lake Chelan. Current weather patterns predict 
more large-scale incidents like this in the years to come.
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Cascade - $2,500-$9,999

Olympic - $10,000-$24,999

WTA Thanks 
Its Corporate 

Partners    
Rainier - $25,000+

Carhartt   t   GSI Outdoors
Cascade Crest 100-mile Endurance Run

Klahhane Club   t   Northside USA
Perpetual Motion NW   t   Seattle Sports Co.

To find out how your company 
can support WTA’s work for trails, 
please call us at (206) 625-1367.

PMS 3405 C 
C100 M0 Y83 K0
R0 G166 B104

PMS 375 C 
C46 M0 Y100 K0
R151 G202 B61

PMS 7734 C 
C83 M38 Y82 K31
R40 G96 B64

Alpine - $1,000-$2,499

Preserving Waterways and the 
Economy in Whatcom County

Conservation and outdoor 
recreation allies in Whatcom 
County are working to 
enhance one of its major 
recreation attractions: the 
Nooksack River, which flows 
from Mount Shuksan, the 
Mount Baker Wilderness and 
the Twin Sisters Mountain 
Range through fertile 
agricultural land before 
emptying into Bellingham Bay.

The Nooksack is a 
significant contributor to the 
outdoor recreation economy. 
The recently released Upper 
Nooksack River Recreation 
Plan shows that the 
community around the river 
has abundant opportunities 
to enhance its economic impact by increasing access to recreation while 
also protecting the integrity of the river’s waters.

The plan’s five goals include:

´   Enhancing coordination between recreation  
and conservation interests

´   Providing education opportunities and  
information to the public

´  Maintaining access and recreation diversity

´  Ensuring safe river access

´   Creating sustainable trail opportunities and  
trail connectivity

The outdoor recreation industry is worth more than $20 billion 
statewide. In Whatcom County alone, the industry contributes $585 
million to the local economy and supports 6,502 jobs, according to a 
report released by Earth Economics and the Office of Outdoor Recreation 
earlier this year.

A recent planning process survey indicated that more than 70 percent 
of people who visit the Nooksack River go for the express purpose of 
hiking. Many more go to participate in other trail-dependent activities 
like trail running, geocaching, mountain biking, horseback riding and 
more. Survey responses in the plan indicate that recreationists want more 
trail access and new trails added to reduce crowding and user conflict.

Next steps listed for implementation of the plan include developing 
a feasibility plan for bridging the Middle Fork for hikers and equestrians 
to restore access to the Elbow Lake and Ridley Creek Trails, adding 
educational signage to trails and creating an accessible trail at the Upper 
Horseshoe Bend river site.è
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LOST!
Have You Seen This Trail?
As Washington’s population grows, 

more people are getting out on trail. 

How can we ensure all these new 

hikers great trail experiences when 

some trails are disappearing due to 

ever-declining recreation and trail 

budgets for our public lands?

Through advocacy in Olympia and 

the halls of Congress, volunteer trail 

maintenance parties and the sharing 

of compelling stories, we hope hikers 

like you will help bring these trails 

back from the brink. WTA is launching 

an effort to find our state’s “lost trails” 

and rehabilitate five of them by 2020. 

You can be part of the recovery.

Learn more about Washington’s lost trails, 
share stories about your own favorite lost 
trails, and take our survey to help identify the 
trails in most need.

wta.org/losttrails
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Hiker Comics
Issue #1
Nov+Dec. 2015

Ordinary People Doing Amazing Things!

We asked you to share who your trail 
heroes are and, WOW, did you ever! 
We received so many inspiring stories 
we couldn’t include them all. What we 
discovered is young or old, new to hiking 
or a longtime volunteer, small acts or 
grand achievements—what makes a trail 
hero is someone with a passion for the 
outdoors and the desire to help others. 
Thank you to all of Washington’s trail 
heroes—and that includes you!
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MEGAN KOGUT
Superheroes don’t always have 
strong wings. Sometimes they have 
strong legs. An avid trail runner, 
Megan founded King County’s High 
Heel Running Group, which inspires 
women to run, hike and explore the 
wilderness. She encourages and 
inspires her community by regularly 
volunteering at running events and 
through trail work.

RJ Pedersen
10-year-old Washington hiker

JANICE VAN CLEVE
Mild-mannered, yet enviably hardcore, author 
Janice Van Cleve participated in her first trail 
work party in 2005 on Taylor Mountain with the 
legendary Mike Owens. Since then, she was 
hooked. According to Janice, it doesn’t get any 
better than digging dirt, cutting logs and moving 
rocks (her favorite). In addition to her trail work 
and prolific trip reports, Janice is also a longtime 
participant in WTA’s Hiker Lobby Day. Her 
crowning achievement: the Janice Van Cleve 
Memorial Switchback on the Stafford Creek trail.

Hiker HeroesHiker Heroes

With superior litter-
picker-upper powers, 
enhanced knowledge 
of backcountry 
features and the 
ability to tell tall 
trail tales in a single 
breath, these heroes 
go above and beyond 
as super stewards of 
Washington’s trails and 
incredible inspirations 
to hikers everywhere.

I like hiking because it’s a full 
body exercise and it’s fun! In six 

years I’m planning to climb Mount 
Kilimanjaro, the tallest mountain 
in Africa. The summit is over 19,000 
feet high. Hiking is probably one 
of my favorite sports!
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W hen we walk into 
the wilderness we 

find ourselves and the 
answers that we seek—
even if we are unaware 
that we are seeking them.

Heather “anish” 
Anderson
Two years ago, Heather “Anish” Anderson 
walked 3 mph all day, every day for 
two months to set the unsupported 
backpacking speed record on the Pacific 
Crest Trail. She never took a day off and 
slept an average of 5 hours a night. It was 
a tremendous physical and mental feat by 
the Bellingham-based hiker. This year, she 
did the same and set a new unsupported 
speed record on the Appalachian Trail. 
This monumental achievement is definitely 
worthy of some fanfare_after all, Anish 
wasn’t even raised a hiker. But she isn’t 
interested in attention or glory. Ever the 
Clark Kent instead of the Superman, 
her natural humility leads her to use her 
experiences on trail to inspire and educate 
others instead of promote herself. She’s 
carved a path through life that bucks the 
norm, invites challenge, faces fears and 
calls the trail home_and invites others to 
do the same.
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GLENN NELSON
If there’s one thing all superheroes, including Glenn Nelson, know it’s 
that it takes all kinds of people_and all kinds of unique strengths_

to save the world. That’s why Glenn founded The Trail Posse, 
a digital, content-driven initiative to encourage and portray 
diversity and inclusion in the outdoors. Its major focus is building 
a bridge between people of color and the national parks.

AMY O’SHIELDS
Amy fell in love with the Olympic Mountains 
when the army first brought her to the Pacific 
Northwest. In 2015, she hiked more than 300 
solo miles of day hikes. She tackles each 
trail with gusto, to get stronger for the 
next_and all of them without a jetpack. 
By sharing her trail stories, pictures 
and videos she inspires her friends, 
family and coworkers to get outdoors 
and follow in her bootprints.

W ilderness is my church,  
and the trail is my ritual.

JOHN MUIR
Few people epitomize 

the spirit of wandering 
the wilderness than John 

Muir. The father of the 
modern-day conservation 

movement and the founder 
of the Sierra Club, Muir has 

inspired countless people of 
all backgrounds to discover the 

wonders of nature. 

O ur trails
must  

better reflect 
the diverse 

demographics 
across this 

country. 
Everyone’s 

future depends 
on connecting 

with the 
outdoors.
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HEATH JONES
If you were to look up  “superstar litter-picker-
upper” in the encyclopedia, you’d probably 
find a picture of Heath Jones. After all, if 
there’s one thing he loves doing on every 
hike he goes on, it’s collecting and disposing 
of trash_and encouraging others to do the 
same. But that’s not his only superpower. He 
also volunteers with WTA and the MTTA

I have always embraced the 
freedom the outdoors provides. 

My love for the outdoors comes 
from the ability to be myself, push 
past limits and explore the unknown.

ELLEN DAHILL GOVAN
Ellen was introduced to hiking as a teen Girl Scout 
in San Diego. Her first hike_a rain-soaked day on 
the PCT_got her hooked. Now she shares her love 
of hiking with the next generation to inspire others 
in the same way she was inspired. And that’s a 
super power in and of itself.

I don’t have 
superhuman 

powers, but I 
am a dedicated 
volunteer in 
our Girl Scout 
community 
who embraces 
the mantra of 
leaving no child 
inside.
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volunteer heroesvolunteer heroes

G et outside, walk a trail, 
seek nature, volunteer in 

your community, and just give 
back all you can.

BACK COUNTRY HORSEMEN 
OF WASHINGTON
Pack horses and mules may not be an everyday 
mode of transportation any longer, but they continue 
to play a heroic role in keeping wilderness trails 
open and well maintained. Volunteers with the Back 
Country Horsemen of Washington (BCHW) pack 
in thousands of pounds of food, tools and gear for 
WTA volunteer trail crews each season, in addition 
to working with BCHW’s own trail maintenance 
projects. Specially trained pack horses and mules 
do the work of transporting gear to camps, giving 
WTA volunteers more time and energy to focus 
on trail projects. For this, these dedicated animals 
and their handlers are true heroes in helping keep 
Washington’s trails open and enjoyable.

ANDREW LEE
This Seattle native doesn’t take Washington’s natural wonders 
for granted. Andrew walks the talk. Whether he’s swinging a 
Pulaski or snapping photos for social media, Andrew is a standout 
ambassador for trail maintenance and a hard-working contributor 
to the trails community. This trail hero can often be spotted on 
WTA trail work parties outside Seattle and Bellingham, as well as 
near Snoqualmie Pass, Stevens Pass and Mount Baker.

With dirt on their 
chins and wielding 
their mighty Pulaskis, 
these trail volunteers 
effortlessly sling 
boulders, eagerly 
divert raging waters 
and laugh at the 
largest blowdown. 
There’s no trail job 
too big for WTA’s 
fearless trail crews.
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JANE BAKER
Long-time WTA member Jane Baker is 
known for her dedication to creating and 
improving hiking trails. She averages a 
complete month of volunteering as a crew 
leader each year, in addition to holding 
down a full-time job. When she’s not guiding 
local volunteers through the process of trail 
building, she helps local land managers plan 
and implement upcoming trail projects. Her 
volunteer commitments are an inspiration to 
the Eastern Washington trail community.

PATRICIA COULTHARD
After retiring, Patricia turned her 
superpowers and passion for hiking to 
volunteering. Nearly every week she is 
out on a trail, often as a trail guide with 
the City of Vancouver’s hiking program. 
She is quick to share her experiences 
through trip reports on WTA’s website 
and has volunteered as the coordinator 
of WTA’s Vancouver Volunteer 
Appreciation Celebration and Trails and 
Ales for the past few years. With an 
average of 300+ hiking miles per year, 
Patricia has lots to share about hiking in 
Southwest Washington.

PETE DEWELL
When it comes to trail heroes, Pete Dewell could give Superman 
a run for his money. Pete has been a WTA member since 
1997, became a Fireside member in 2000 and served on the 
WTA board from 2001 to 2007. In 2010, Pete celebrated his 
80th birthday on a trail work party. Pete has been a legendary 
presence on Puget Sound area trail crews, especially when it 
comes to moving heavy rocks. To date, Pete has logged more 
than 1,565 volunteer days and more than 12,500 hours since 
his first work party, most of them as an assistant crew leader. 
Avoiding the spotlight, Pete quietly works away doing great 
things for trails, day after day and year after year.

I do trail 
work 

because I 
love to spend 
time in wild 
places, give 
back for 
what I have 
received 
and meet 
like-minded 
people who 
appreciate the 
satisfaction 
of a job well 
done.
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JON NISHIMURA
Volunteer, Hike-a-Thoner

JANICE 
O’CONNOR
Friends and associates 
alike claim that Janice 
O’Connor was the one 
to introduce them to trail 
work. Janice has been a 
WTA staff crew leader 
for more than two dozen 
volunteer vacations near 
her home in the Olympics 
as well as across the 
state. She continues to 
inspire everyone she 
works with and even 
recruited an all-star cast 
for a new WTA tradition, 
all-women Backcountry 
Response Teams.

LINDA ROE
Grand gestures may be the bread and butter of some heroes, 
but Linda Roe’s superpower is the art of the humble act. She 
gives back to trails every single week, in a dozen different 
ways. She volunteers on trail, helping improve trails all over 
the state; she contributes to WTA’s hiking guide, combining 
her life as a botanist with her passion for wild places; she 
participates in Hike-a-Thon, helping raise essential funds for 
WTA’s work; she even helps hikers connect to trails online, 
answering questions on Facebook or in the comments of trip 
reports and blogs. In every small act for trails, Linda offers a 
spirit of generosity that inspires in its constancy.

E very hike is a new adventure and even 
a familiar trail can hold a surprise. 

One never knows what hides around the 
next switchback!

I am always 
inspired and 

encouraged by 
the amazing 
volunteers and 
staff of WTA. 
Their efforts and 
hard work make 
it possible for 
me to be on the 
trails. For that, 
I will always be 
thankful.
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GWEN TOLLEFSON
Whether out with WTA or a partner 
organization, Gwen exercises her 
super passion for the outdoors and 
Washington’s trails in a variety of 
ways. From maintaining trails to 
working as a volunteer ranger with 
the Forest Service to sharing 
her favorite trail stories, Gwen 
inspires others to share in her 
experience and become trail 
heroes themselves.

GARY PAULL
Gary is the long-time wilderness and trails program 
coordinator for the Mt. Baker_Snoqualmie National Forest 
(MBS). The MBS is one of the most visited national forests 
in the country and trails are the way that people explore this 
great forest. With an extremely tight trails and wilderness 
budget, Gary has maximized the work of volunteers, including 
WTA’s very own, to get our trails into the best shape possible 
with little funding. There are few people who have done more 
to foster the wonderful trail community that exists here in the 
Pacific Northwest. Gary is a true trail hero!

LIZ ULLOA
When it comes to superhero-like 
endurance, Liz is a standout. 
She has been volunteering 
with WTA since 2007 and has 
participated in more than 100 
work parties, building new trails 
and maintaining old ones. She is 
also a regular Hike-a-Thoner, 
participating every summer. 
Her passion for the trails she 
loves and her commitment to 
volunteering is truly inspiring.

T rails are 
important to 

me because they 
show me the 
way to places 
I wouldn’t 
otherwise see.
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SEN. PATTY MURRAY

CHUKUNDI SALISBURY
As a Seattle Parks trails superstar, 
Chukundi helps connect an entire 
city with its best local trails, while 
also expanding and challenging 
perceptions of what hikers are, 
where they go and what they 
look like.

F rom the Alpine Lakes 
to the banks of the 

Columbia, I’m proud to 
do my part to protect 
our wild spaces for 
generations to come.

COMMUNITY HEROESCOMMUNITY HEROES
W ell-maintained 

trails help 
democratize open 
space and give 
equitable access.

TIM VAN BEEK
WTA Field Programs Manager

T rails changed 
my life for the 

better, and I want 
to share that with 
others. Helping 
provide a great 
environment for 
people to discover 
the joys of trails 
and trail work is 
an honor.
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Mild-mannered by day and vigilant 
in the dark of night, these heroes 
fight to preserve Washington’s 
trails and wilderness places and 
promote the benefits of hiking and 
exploration to help improve hiking 
experiences for the adventure-
seeking public.

GLENN TACHIYAMA
Glenn tends to mask his identity 
behind a camera but his good 
deeds don’t go unnoticed. 
He donates his time and a 
tremendous amount of energy 
to the trails community. A self-
taught photographer, he created 
a calendar highlighting local 
running events as a fundraiser 
for WTA, which helps rescue 
trails in distress.

CHARLES DICKEY
Charles Dickey has spent 
a lifetime giving back to the 
outdoors and is passionate 
about engaging the next 
generation of outdoor leaders. 
Through their foundation, 
Charles and his wife, Sheila, 
have helped establish and grow 
WTA’s youth trail maintenance 
and Outdoor Leadership 
Training programs. Charles is 
an outdoor hero giving wings to 
future outdoor heroes.

A trail is a 
place to 

take my mind 
for a walk, 
off leash!

T he cities are noisy 
places and trails 

take us to the most 
tranquil and beautiful 
playgrounds on earth.

RICH LANDERS
The Spokesman Review’s well-known outdoor 
editor, Rich Landers is the author of several 
guidebooks. Like every real hero, he’s found a 
way to use his talents to make the world a better 
place. One hundred percent of the proceeds from 
his 100 Hikes in the Inland Northwest are dedicated 
to outdoor projects that benefit trail users and 
the general public. This includes a rehabilitation 
project for the Little Snowy Top fire lookout on the 
Shedroof Divide trail and $1,500 in seed money for 
the Snow Peak cabin on the Kettle Crest South 
Trail.  Rich handpicks the projects that can most 
benefit from a modest initial investment, choosing 
those that will provide the best long-term returns to 
the wider trail community.

T houghtful 
trail making 

is among the few 
developments 
in our crowded, 
scattered world 
that brings people 
into alignment 
and harmony with 
nature.
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Wearing brightly colored hard hats and big smiles, WTA 
volunteers are hard to miss on the trail. Active nearly every day of the 
year, in all weather conditions, WTA volunteers are regular folks united 
by a dedication to giving back. From students to retirees, working 
parents to young professionals, these volunteers come from a variety 
of backgrounds and live in communities across the state. With training, 

tools and encouragement from WTA, each 
and every volunteer can make a difference on 
their very first work party. Working together, 
these volunteers form a powerful community 
dedicated to building and protecting the trails 
you love to hike. 

RSVP at wta.org/events

WTA thanks the 
3,900 individuals 

who pitched in 
to build, repair 

and maintain 
Washington’s 
trails in 2015.

Did you volunteer on a trail work party 
this year? Please join us for a volunteer 
appreciation party near you!

�  Seattle: Nov. 6
�  Bellingham: Nov. 12
�  Spokane: Nov. 14
�  Vancouver: Nov. 21
�  Quilcene: Dec. 5
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Sally Jewell
U.S. Secretary of the Interior

M y parents and teachers nurtured my curiosity about the 
natural world and took me on trails starting when I was 

12. I’ve since enjoyed many outdoor adventures with my own 
children, hiking trails in Washington from the North Cascades to 
the Gifford Pinchot National Forest. On a backpacking trip last 
summer with a group of women and girls, running into a WTA trail 
crew was fun and a great reminder of the importance of pitching 
in to support these amazing resources. Introducing kids to nature 
at a young age helps instill a sense of wonder and the desire to 
care for our planet, and walking, biking, paddling and joining a 
trail crew on Washington’s trails is a great start!

JEFF LAMBERT
In addition to being a long-time Conservation Committee chair and 
past president of the Spokane Mountaineers,  Jeff has been a long-
time supporter of the Dishman Hills Dream Trail concept, a trail 
that would connect the Dishman Hills Natural Area to the Rocks 
of Sharon_Iller Creek Conservation Area. To further this goal, 
he joined the Dishman Hills Conservancy board, becoming board 
president before taking over as the director of the conservancy 
earlier this year.  Like every well-loved superhero, he’s used his 
awesome power for good instead of evil. Jeff is a tireless advocate 
for trail and conservation issues in the Spokane area.

T rails and 
natural areas 

are an important 
part of Spokane’s 
quality of life. We 
have a tremendous 
opportunity to 
permanently 
protect and enhance 
these areas for 
future generations 
to enjoy.

KIM BROWN
Hiker hero Kim Brown has a vast amount of trail knowledge in 
her utility belt and an iron-clad stomach underneath. You can 
ask Kim pretty much anything about hiking in Washington; 
she loves to share trail data with new hikers and veterans 
alike. Kim’s varied skills, inquisitive nature and sense of 
humor have made her an asset to the WTA community for 
nearly two decades, both as a volunteer and an invaluable 
member of the staff. Kim recently departed WTA to fly on to 
her next adventure, but her presence on Washington’s trails 
will continue to be a strong one.
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T rails are my happy 
place. I want everyone 

to love them as much as I 
do, and I hope my writing 
encourages people to 
explore.

JESSI LOERCH
Jessi writes for the The Herald (Everett), striving to 
tell the really important stories about trails, to tell 
them responsibly and to emphasize stewardship. As 
a super mom, she improves her outdoor skills while 
raising her small child to appreciate the outdoors.

KARA CHIN
Kara’s involvement in WTA goes way back. 
She first volunteered on a trail work party. Then 
she started working as an administrative intern. 
From this humble beginning Kara became the 
membership manager, where for nearly a decade 
she has helped inspire WTA’s members. Under 
her watchful eye, WTA’s Hike-a-Thon has grown 
from a small event to one of WTA’s premier 
fundraisers. In the office or on trail she is practical 
and prepared and always willing to help others in 
need: members, coworkers and fellow hikers.

CRIS CURRIE
Cris has been the 
president of the Friends 
of Mount Spokane 
State Park since the 
group’s inception. He 
is the mighty force 
behind many park 
projects, including the 
snowshoe warming 
hut, the Cooks Cabin 
woodshed restoration 
project and the park’s 
new user’s guide.
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CRAIG ROMANO
Many would take Craig’s day job, hiking, over that 
of a traditional superhero. But he’d be the first to 
tell you that creating influential guidebooks that are 
go-to resources for hiking throughout the state has 
a serious side. Having hiked countless miles across 
Washington, Craig understands the issues that affect 
trails, such as access and crowding. Through his 
books, talks and online commentaries, Craig continues 
to be a champion for trails and an inspiration to hikers 
of all ages, locations and backgrounds.

I take to the trail not to escape, 
but to live. Trails allow me to 

travel freely into the backcountry, 
where I feel a sense of belonging. I 
can’t imagine a world and a life void 
of this experience.

KRISTA DOOLEY
Krista Dooley is the powerhouse behind WTA’s 
youth programs. Since 2007, Krista has invested 
immeasurable time and effort into getting kids outdoors. 
Under her leadership, the number of youth volunteering 
on WTA work parties has doubled, and she championed 
a pilot program that is now WTA’s Outdoor Leadership 
Training program. Krista continues leading the way for 
the trail heroes of tomorrow.
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Winter
Hiking
Safety

From the rolling hills 
outside Yakima to 
the broad meadows 
of Mount Rainier’s 
Panorama Point, 
snowshoeing offers 
hikers a way to keep 
striding out across 
the seasons without 
skipping a beat. The 
key is being prepared.

Enjoy views like this one on Huntoon 
Point, on Mount Baker, by being 
properly prepared for winter hiking 
conditions. Photo by Jesse Van Hoy.

By Loren Drummond & Anna Roth
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As we scramble to eke out the most of every 
sunny day, summer can take on a frenetic 
feeling in the Pacific Northwest. But as the 

sun begins to cut a shallower path across the sky and 
snows begin to fall, the riot of Washington’s hiking 
landscapes settle into a quieter, simpler creation. An 
early-season dusting of snow throws the shape of 
mountain peaks into stunning relief while lakes and 
waterfalls slowly freeze into delicate works of art. 
Winter quiets the world, and when you strike out on a 
trail, your snowshoes crunching beneath you can feel 
like the only sound in the world. 

While the act of snowshoeing is relatively simple, not unlike walking or 
running in clown shoes, traveling the backcountry in winter requires an 
extra degree of both caution and preparation. Here are a few tips to keep 
in mind as you strike out to rediscover a whole new Washington, one 
transformed by snow. 

Check Conditions
Hikers and snowshoers both need to do plenty of 

advanced planning before hitting a trail in winter months. 
That includes understanding the terrain you’ll be traveling, 
and what kind of weather to expect. 

Snow dynamics can be complicated to gauge, and can 
change the risk of a trail from week to week. You can learn 
to spot features that might pose dangers—like avalanche 
chutes, snow bridges or tree wells—but it’s always important 
to also check avalanche conditions.  Heavy snowfall followed 
by slow warming and rain, for instance, can progressively 
load and stress a multitude of buried weak layers, creating 
dangerous avalanche conditions that might not be 
immediately visible. 

AVALANCHES: Before going out on a snowy trail, check 
Northwest Avalanche Center forecasts to determine 
local mountain weather and avalanche conditions. If 
you aren’t sure how to read the forecasts or are nervous 
about walking into avalanche terrain accidentally, start 
your snowshoeing season by attending an avalanche 
awareness class.  

WEATHER: As with any day spent on trail, you’ll also 
want to know what the weather has in store for your 

By checking weather and 
snow conditions, choosing a 
good location, and properly 
equipping yourself for being 
out in the winter elements, 
you can enjoy some amazing 
winter scenery—and fun—in 
Washington’s snowy places. 
Photos by David Baxter, David 
Bertch and Carol Miltimore.
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day. For mountain forecasts, try NOAA’s Washington Mountain Weather site. 
And the Northwest Avalanche Center’s website provides detailed avalanche 
forecasts as well as comprehensive weather data and forecasts for the 
mountains. To gauge snow depth, check the Washington snow map at the 
National Water and Climate Center.

ROADS: If you’re going to have a great day playing in the snow, first you’ll 
need to get there! Check conditions and chain requirements all along your 
route to the trailhead. If you’ll be venturing over mountain passes, WSDOT has 
up-to-date mountain pass conditions, including cameras on five well-traveled 
routes. It is also wise to call ahead to the ranger station where you plan to hike 
or snowshoe to determine current conditions, especially for the local roads 
where storms or fallen trees can close routes unexpectedly. Perhaps most 
importantly, stay flexible. If the roads to your destination are deadly slick with 
ice or not plowed, don’t be afraid to switch to a backup plan—a stroll on a 
lowland trail, an afternoon at the bouldering gym or an afternoon sipping hot 
cocoa in front of a warm fire. 

Choose your destination
Some trails are terrific all year long, but others take on an entirely different 

character. Don’t expect your go-to summer hikes to take you through winter. 
McClellan Butte, Granite Mountain and Snow Lake are all examples of popular 
trails that feature gnarly avalanche chutes in winter, and should never be 
considered as snowshoe destinations. 

Consult a guidebook to find the best low-risk snowshoe routes. You can also 
check out snowshoe-friendly trails at a Nordic center, take a class or head out on 
a guided snowshoe walk with a ranger. Guided walks with an expert can open up 
all kinds of new knowledge about trails. Besides being able to point out common 
dangers to avoid, like tree wells (the hollow in snow at the base of a tree), experts 
can point out wildlife tracks and other wonders only found in winter. 

Leave an Itinerary
Some good hiking safety practices apply year round, and that includes filing 

an itinerary. If you’re striking out on your own, always let someone know where 
you are going and when you expect to return. Go to wta.org/itinerary to find an 
example trip plan to print or email. If your destination changes, follow up and give 
your emergency contact a head’s up.

Take the Ten Essentials, plus extra
Packing The Ten Essentials (which include a topographic map, compass, extra 

food, extra clothing, firestarter, matches, sun protection, a pocket knife, first-aid 
kit and flashlight) is a best practice year-round, and absolutely key during cold, 
winter months. Especially important for winter hiking and snowshoeing are:

EXTRA CLOTHING:  Pack plenty of layers made of materials such as wool or 
polypropylene that wick sweat and moisture away from your body.

HEADLAMP or FLASHLIGHT: This is especially important in the winter, 
since days are short and night comes quickly. And don’t forget extra batteries.

PLENTY OF EXTRA FOOD: Snowshoeing is strenuous exercise and 
you burn a lot of calories, so bring along plenty of extra food and keep 
your energy level high. And while it’s not essential for winter safety, taking 
along hot tea, coffee or cocoa in a thermos is a terrific treat on a winter day 
outdoors. Remember that snowshoeing requires much more energy than 
ordinary hiking, so keep your mileage goals small, and turn around when 
conditions are beyond your skills or your energy level flags. A few extra items 
to put in the winter backpack include:

PLENTY OF WATER: Sometimes it’s hard to remember to drink water 
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Looking for a fun winter activity for your class or youth group?
We’ll set you up to explore a nearby winter wonderland on a hot chocolate-fueled outing to play 
in the snow! WTA’s expanded Outdoor Leadership Training program now offers resources for 
educators and youth service workers who want to lead snowshoeing trips. MSR snowshoes and 
LEKI trekking poles donated 40 sets of easy-to-use kits for you to borrow from our free Gear 
Library. To get started, join WTA staff for a fun day in the mountains, where we’ll cover everything 
you need to know about planning and leading your group’s snowy adventure. 

Learn more and sign up at wta.org/olt.
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when it’s cold, but keeping hydrated is just as 
important in the winter as it is in summer. Try 
filling your bottles or hydration bladder with 
warmer water, which can be easier to sip. 

EMERGENCY SHELTER or SLEEPING 
BAG: Seriously consider carrying one or both 
of these in case you have to spend a night 
outside. Some emergency bivvys run lighter 
than a pound and less than $50. 

PORTABLE SHOVEL: A critically important 
winter survival tool, this will assist you in 
digging snow caves in which you can survive 
a bitter, cold night.  And, it’s nearly impossible 
to dig someone out of an avalanche without a 
shovel.

AVALANCHE BEACON: In avalanche 
country—all of the Northwest Cascades—
consider carrying an avalanche beacon. A 
more advanced avalanche class will teach you 
how to use it properly.

Bring navigation skills
When you follow trails in summer, sometimes 

it’s easy to rely on the trail to keep you on track. 
Not so in winter, when snow tends to make the 
landscape look uniform and obscure landmarks. 
It’s not easy trying to find your way on an 
unfamiliar backcountry trail using only a topo map 
when the trail is covered under a thick blanket of 
snow, and clouds obscure the identifiable peaks 
around you. Following other’s tracks is no sure 
thing either, since the folks in front of you may get 
just as turned around as you. 

What this means is that it’s finally time to 
work on your basic navigation skills. A map and 
compass, and the knowledge to use them both, 
could not only steer you back on track, it could 
save your life. Plus, investing in learning better 
skills—and practicing them—will improve your 
hiking adventures come spring and summer, too. 

Consider taking a class, like The Mountaineers’ 
wilderness navigation course, or an orienteering 
course to learn navigation skills in a safe, fun 
environment. 

Snowshoeing is great fun and a wonderful way 
to explore the outdoors in the winter. Getting 
outside in winter wards off cabin fever and will 
make you fall in love with Washington anew. You 
may need a heavier pack and a little more 
preparation time, but the knowledge and 
experience of playing in the snow are well 
worth the work. Plus, there’s always that 
hot chocolate to sweeten the deal when 
you’ve returned safely to the trailhead.è

HELPFUL WINTER TRAIL LINKS:
â NOAA’s Washington Mountain Weather: www.wrh.noaa.gov/sew/forecast03.php
â Northwest Avalanche Center: www.nwac.us/
â Washington Snow Map: ftp://ftp.wcc.nrcs.usda.gov/data/water/wcs/gis/maps/wa_snowdepth.pdf
â WSDOT Road Conditions: www.wsdot.wa.gov/traffic/passes/camera.aspx
â Ranger Station Info: wta.org/hiking-info/ranger-station-info
â Washington State Snow Parks: http://parks.state.wa.us/303/Sno-Parks

CENTRAL: Tieton River Meadows
u DISTANCE: 10 mi.        u ELEVATION GAIN: 350 ft.        u HIGH POINT: 3500 ft. 

This riverside route rolls along through wide-open 
meadows and dense forests as it makes its way up 
the Tieton River valley on the eastern edge of the 
Goat Rocks Wilderness. For your efforts, you’ll find 
expansive views of Old Snowy Mountain, and, if you’re 
lucky, see snowshoe hares and pine martens. 

SNOQUALMIE: Lake Keechelus
u DISTANCE: 4 mi.        u ELEVATION GAIN: 200 ft.        u HIGH POINT: 2500 ft. 

Here’s a great outing for beginning snowshoers or 
families with varied abilities. Follow the John Wayne 
Trail along the western shore of Lake Keechelus to a 
viewpoint over the lake and up to Rampart Ridge. The 
way is groomed, and you’ll share it with cross-country 
skiers—be sure to keep the tracks open for them!

EASTERN: Sherman Pass Loop
u DISTANCE: 6 mi.        u ELEVATION GAIN: 1000 ft.        u HIGH POINT: 6575 ft. 

Hop on the iconic Kettle Crest Trail for a loop that 
includes views from Canada to the Columbia River 
Valley and the Okanogan Highlands. Climb through 
the 1988 White Mountain Fire area with views of 
Sherman Peak. This is a more rugged trip—be sure 
your party is well-versed in avalanche evaluation. 

SOUTH CASCADES: Mazama Ridge
u DISTANCE: 6 mi.        u ELEVATION GAIN: 900 ft.        u HIGH POINT: 5700 ft. 

There’s no strictly outlined trail here, so you can 
wander as much as you need in order to get your 
workout. Follow a 3-mile path to views of the Tatoosh 
Range and Reflection and Louise Lakes. Or follow one 
of the many tracks that meander around closer to the 
trailhead and keep an eye out for wildlife. 

NORTH CASCADES: Huntoon Point
u DISTANCE: 6 mi.        u ELEVATION GAIN: 1200 ft.        u HIGH POINT: 5150 ft. 

The steep route to Huntoon Point comes at a price—
lots of huffing and puffing—but offers one of the best 
views in the North Cascades. Mount Shuksan and 
the Border Peaks on the northern horizon, as well as 
Mount Baker and host of other summits. Linger here 
before joining the masses at the trailhead.
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IN 2015, WTA 
volunteers—more than any 

previous year!—spread out across 
Washington to come to the aid of trails in 

need. Here are just a few of the highlights ...
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WASHINGTON’S ICONS

PACIFIC CREST TRAIL  As the nation’s spotlight shines brighter on the Pacific Crest Trail, 
maintenance by WTA volunteers is increasingly vital to its northernmost reaches. This summer, 
WTA volunteer crews spent over 40 days on the trail in the Glacier Peak Wilderness, as well 
as near Snoqualmie Pass and Stevens Pass. Volunteers removed fallen trees and overgrown 
vegetation, repaired damaged tread and built wood and rock structures to improve safety for 
everyone who uses the trail. One hard-working crew of high school volunteers tended to a 
remote, long-neglected stretch north of Indian Pass. The 12-day wilderness experience inspired 
the teens to dream about returning someday as PCT thru-hikers. Their work wouldn’t have 
been successful without the coordination and support of WTA partners, including the Pacific 
Crest Trail Association, Back Country Horsemen of Washington and the US Forest Service. 

WONDERLAND TRAIL  As one of Washington’s most-loved trails, the Wonderland 
needs lots of maintenance. Luckily, our superstar crew leader Jen Haas (with the help of 
some top-drawer assistant crew leader sidekicks) led more than 40 work parties on it this 
year, from day trips working near Summerland to two multi-day Backcountry Response 
Team trips at Emerald Ridge. Whether by helping Mount Rainier National Park with tread 
repair in the backcountry or closer to the trailhead, volunteers were instrumental (as they are 
every year) in keeping Washington’s most iconic trail safe and hikeable.

BACK FROM THE BRINK

SUIATTLE RIVER VALLEY  WTA volunteers made the most of the first summer following the 
reopening of the Suiattle River Road after 11 years of closure. Crews devoted 41 days and 3,750 
hours to help the Darrington Ranger District improve conditions on several trails on the western 
side of Glacier Peak Wilderness. If you explore the Suiattle River, Miners Ridge and Downey Creek 
Trails, or head northbound on the Pacific Crest Trail, you’ll benefit from their hard work of clearing 
downed trees, cutting back brush and restoring tread that had been neglected for many years. 
Generous volunteers from Back Country Horsemen of Washington helped lighten the load by 
packing tools and supplies in and out for multiple volunteer vacations. 

DUCKABUSH RIVER TRAIL  Last winter, storms toppled hundreds of trees across the 
Duckabush Trail, many weakened in the 2011 Big Hump Fire. This gateway to the Brothers 
Wilderness, normally accessible year-round, was completely impassable. WTA volunteers 
surveyed the damage and quickly began formulating a plan to help the Hood Canal Ranger 
District restore access. A few months and three Backcountry Response Team trips later, WTA had 
cleared more than 200 fallen logs using crosscut saws from a 1.5-mile stretch, restoring access 
to hikers once again. More work remains as the trail continues to be impacted by the 2011 fire. 
Fortunately, WTA volunteers, a presence on this trail for many years, are ready to return as long as 
they are needed.

volunteers work year-round to keep the trails you love 
safe and accessible. From the Olympic Coast to the Idaho 
border, from Bellingham to Vancouver, WTA volunteers 

completed a record amount of trail work in 2015. These projects showcase how WTA 
volunteers worked to preserve and expand hiking opportunities across the state this 
year in partnership with federal, state and local land managers. Thank you to everyone 
who volunteered with WTA in 2015, from urban areas to remote wilderness and to the 
members and funders whose financial support helped make this work possible. 

Dedicated volunteers helped 
reopen both the Duckabush and 
Suiattle River Trails this year.

By Rebecca Lavigne & Anna Roth

Photos by Arlen Bogaards, Greg Friend, Jen Gradisher, Jen Haas, Erik Haugen-Goodman, Megan 
MacKenzie Gail Niebel, Ryan Ojerio, Karen Wang, Holly Weiler and WTA staff and members.
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YEAR-ROUND

HEATHER LAKE TRAIL  The extraordinarily popular Heather Lake Trail just off the Mountain 
Loop Highway is also extraordinarily rooty and rocky. Hikers will enjoy newly installed rock steps, 
as well as a wider trail and improved drainage (keeping what roots remain less slippery and safer 
for hikers of all ages) thanks to hardworking WTA crews. Though work on this project started in 
July, crews continued to work into the shorter days of fall. As long as a trail is snow free, WTA crews 
can work on it no matter the time of year!

COLUMBIA RIVER GORGE TRAILS  Thanks to a National Forest Foundation grant, WTA 
volunteers have been able to improve several trails in the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic 
Area, including a reroute of the Upper Loop at Coyote Wall, annual maintenance on Cape Horn and the 
graveling of the short, barrier-free Sams Walker Trail, which features picnic areas and views of the river. 

This year, WTA volunteers are on track to complete the Vancouver Lake Trail, adding a barrier-free hiking 
opportunity to Clark County Parks’ growing trail network.

CLOSE TO HOME

MARGARET’S WAY TRAIL  In June, the new WTA-built Margaret’s Way Trail opened to the 
public—and it’s already a hit with hikers. Located in the heart of the Issaquah Alps on the west 
side of Squak Mountain, this area was nearly lost to logging and development until the Issaquah 
Alps Trails Club rallied the community to protect it. King County purchased the land in 2014 with 
help from The Trust for Public Land, clearing the way for WTA to begin work on the new trail, which 
connects with the existing Squak Mountain trail system. WTA volunteers completed the majority 
of construction work leading up to the grand opening, investing more than 7,500 hours into the 
project. This major undertaking couldn’t have happened without youth volunteers from the 
Student Conservation Association and local school and community groups, as well as funding 
and hands-on support from REI. 

LIBERTY LAKE TRAIL  This Spokane County park on the eastern border of Washington 
state is a popular location for residents of Spokane and Coeur d’Alene alike. For more than 

30 days this year, WTA volunteers helped improve a section of trail that accesses a stand 
of old-growth cedar and a striking year-round waterfall. School groups giving their 
time to this local favorite include students in Gonzaga University’s Volunteer Corps and 
the school’s environmental studies program.

TRAILS FOR FAMILIES

MORAN STATE PARK TRAILS  Youth and adults worked tirelessly on the 
Mountain Lake Trail on Orcas Island this year. An adult Volunteer Vacation spent a 
week laying the groundwork for 24 kids from Bellingham’s Explorations Academy 
to work on tread repair here for three days in late April. Then, in July, 12 high 
school volunteers from across Western Washington spent a week improving 
drainage and tread, as well as repairing bridges. The season was capped off with 
two adult Volunteer Vacations that continued to repair the trail tread so hikers’ feet 
will stay dry during the winter months. 

FRANKLIN FALLS TRAIL  A family favorite and accessed by hundreds of 
people year-round, Franklin Falls is a trail the Snoqualmie Ranger District asks WTA to 

return to year after year. This year, more than 360 volunteers completed heroic feats 
of strength, moving mountains of rock and huge logs to reroute the trail; they also built 

new footbridges and three new viewpoints on this popular I-90 corridor path.

Youth showed strength in numbers 
this year with more on-trail 
experiences than ever before!

Whether for a day or a 
week, volunteers across 
Washington worked hard 
all year on the trails they love.
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REMEMBER WISH BOOKS? Usually, it was the Sears or 
JCPenney catalogs. These monster-sized books were crammed full of 
clothing, tools and toys, and always came out right before the holidays 
so we could all flip through, page by page, and circle everything that 
we wanted Santa to bring us—because, of course, we were good!

Well, WTA’s bringing back the wish book with this issue’s gear guide. It’s 
crammed full of top gear picks for hikers, campers and backpackers—
everything from tent lamps to tents, and backpacks to portable 
pillows. And socks! Who doesn’t love getting socks for the holidays? 
You’re sure to find something to put on your own wish list, or to fulfill 
a wish on someone else’s list.

And when you shop through WTA, or encourage others to shop 
through WTA, you’re supporting trails, as each purchase returns a 
percentage to WTA’s trails programs—and that fulfills our wish, and 
the wishes of hikers across the state. So visit WTA’s online gear guide, 
or scan the QR code with your mobile device, and make wishes come 
true this season! 

Visit wta.org/gearguide.

▲ Scan this QR 
code with your 
smartphone or 
tablet device and 
it will take you 
straight to WTA’s 
online gear shop.
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OSPREY ATMOS 
AG BACKPACK
This just may be the 
greatest pack ever created. 
The revolutionary stretch-
web harness creates a 
perfect fit without having 
to fuss with loads of 
straps and keeps the pack 
perfectly balanced over 
every kind of terrain. The 
roomy 65-liter capacity 
offers plenty of space for 
essentials, and even a few 
creature comforts, and can 
manage a bear canister 
with ease. Smart pockets 
keep stuff organized and 
easily accessible. Give the 
gift of trail comfort with the 
Atmos AG (men’s) or Aura 
AG (women’s). $230–$260

SALAZON TRAIL 
SERIES CHOCOLATE  
Who doesn’t love a little 
chocolate indulgence—
at home, at work or on 
the trail? Now you can 
feel good about eating 
chocolate because you’ll 
be supporting trails when 
you do. Salazon Chocolate 
Co. has introduced the Trail 
Series: Pacific Crest Trail Sea 
Salt & Coffee, Appalachian 
Trail Sea Salt & Caramel and 
Continental Divide Trail 
Sea Salt & Almonds. Each 
variety benefits its featured 
trail with a percentage 
of sales donated to its 
respective trail association. 
When has supporting trails 
ever been tastier? $4

BIG AGNES COPPER 
SPUR MTNGLO  
The Copper Spur UL series 
of tents have been a 
backpackers’ favorite for 
years. They’re lightweight, 
roomy and compress nicely 
to take up little precious 
space in the pack. The 
last few years have seen 
some improvements to the 
Copper Spur series, but 
the most recent one—the 
incorporation of mtnGLO—
is by far the best. Now you 
can leave the extra tent 
lamp at home and read, 
journal or plot trail mileage 
by the soft glow of this 
innovative lighting system. 
A gift like this will create 
friends for life. $450–$550

NEMO VICTORY 
BLANKET  
The best gifts you can give 
for the holidays are both 
practical and versatile. Gift a 
Victory Blanket to someone 
and you’re giving them a 
comfortable place to sit at 
the beach, on the summit, 
or at any backyard bbq 
or concert in the park. It 
also makes a fantastic tent 
floor liner for keeping the 
warmth in and the chilly 
ground out. The waterproof 
bottom shell keeps the 
damp away and resists dirt 
so you can use it anywhere. 
It even has a secret stash 
pocket. Guaranteed to 
become a staple in any gear 
collection. $50–$80

OSPREY ULTRALIGHT 
DRY SACKS  
When loading your pack for 
an extended trek, not only 
does weight matter, but 
so does space. Oftentimes, 
ordinary cylindrical stuff 
sacks leave lots of empty 
space around it. Osprey’s 
square-shaped dry sacks 
maximize storage capacity 
and fill that empty space 
so you can pack more 
efficiently. Additionally, 
they’re water repellent, 
so your extra socks and 
underwear, sleeping bag 
and other necessities stay 
dry in the event of a sudden 
rainstorm. Available in 3L, 
6L, 12L, 20L and 30L sizes. 
$13–$25
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Holiday Lights

BIG AGNES MTNGLO 
LIGHTING KIT  
Effectively lighting up 
a dark tent is always a 
challenge. Hanging a 
flashlight rarely works well, 
and headlamps just blind 
your tentmates. Now there’s 
a better way. MtnGLO 
Tent Lights comfortably 
and effectively illuminate 
tents or campsites with 
an ultralight string of LED 
lamps. Powered by three 
AAA batteries or a USB 
source, they can be hung 
just about anywhere for 
instant cheer and a good 
dose of mood lighting. 
They’re perfect for both the 
car camper and backpacker 
on your list. $40

PETZL TIKKINA 
HEADLAMP  
Headlamps have become 
a standard hiker tool as 
one of the Ten Essentials. 
But their usefulness 
goes beyond trails and 
campgrounds. They’re also 
handy for reading in bed, 
taking the dog or garbage 
out at night or coping when 
the electricity goes out. And 
they’re ideal for stashing 
in a car’s emergency 
kit—or for going on a 
Santa-spotting mission. 
The Tikkina is a compact, 
lightweight source of 
illumination any time it’s 
needed, and comes in a 
variety of fun colors and 
designs. $20

PRINCETON TEC HELIX 
RECHARGEABLE LAMP  
Sometimes you want more 
than a headlamp, but 
fussing with a clunky, gas 
burning lantern can be a 
hassle. The ultra-small, ultra-
portable Helix provides 
a whopping 250 lumens 
of light with a burn time 
of 22 hours. What really 
makes this a great camp 
addition is the integrated 
USB port that charges 
portable electronics to keep 
your smartphone, GPS or 
camera topped off. Plus, the 
compact, collapsible design 
offers a variety of hanging 
and positioning options, so 
you can use it practically 
anywhere. $80

BLACK DIAMOND
COSMO HEADLAMP  
If the hiker on your gift list 
requires a more technical 
lighting solution for their 
backcountry exploits, 
the Cosmo is just the 
thing—with an awesome 
price. Several lighting 
modes allow the user to 
select from distance and 
proximity modes, both 
with a dimming feature, as 
well as a red night-vision 
mode and an emergency 
strobe. And you’ll never 
be surprised when the 
batteries run out, as the 
three-level power meter 
indicates the remaining 
charge. This essential is a 
no-brainer. $30

HIGH SIERRA 
POPUP LANTERN  
Simple, affordable and 
compact, this pocket-sized 
lantern is just right for 
lighting up camps and 
tents, from the backyard to 
the backcountry. Closed, it 
operates as a convenient 
handheld flashlight. Twist 
it open and it turns into a 
handy battery-powered 
lantern that can be used 
indoors or out. The simple 
operation makes it easy for 
kids to operate. Plus, at the 
affordable price point, it’s 
worth picking up a few for 
lighting up campsites or 
having backyard bbqs. Also 
makes a perfect stocking 
stuffer. $15
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KELTY COSMIC 21 
SLEEPING BAG  
If you know someone who 
needs to upgrade their gear 
closet with a new sleeping 
bag, this may be the one. 
This versatile, unisex sack 
is stuffed with 550-fill 
hydrophobic DriDown, 
which means it will keep its 
occupant warm and dry—
even on cold and snowy 
holiday backpacking trips. 
Surprisingly roomy and 
comfortable for a mummy 
design, it provides extra loft 
where it’s needed most, and 
eliminates cold spots. Plus, 
it compresses nicely into 
its stuff sack for quick pack-
and-go trips and weekend 
getaways. $190–$220

LEKI CHILLER CHAIR  
If you’ve given up on camp 
chairs, you haven’t tried the 
Chiller. Give your favorite 
backpacker a better spot 
to sit at basecamp. Small, 
lightweight and completely 
functional, this special seat 
is built with convenience 
and comfort in mind—
especially with the included 
the beverage holder. It’s 
so quick and easy to set 
up that they’ll bring it with 
them wherever they go—
not just on camping trips. 
While super for all outdoor 
enthusiasts, those who 
aren’t as keen on roughing 
it will definitely appreciate 
this luxury item at the 
beach or park, too. $130

SEA TO SUMMIT X-POT 
Cooking dinner in the 
backcountry can be 
challenging with most 
compact pots designed to 
boil water and not much 
more. The X-Pot changes 
all that. Now you can have 
a full-size cooking pot for 
making backcountry (or 
frontcountry) soups, stews 
and pastas without adding 
bulk to your pack. With an 
aluminum base and flexible, 
heat-resistant silicone walls, 
the pot literally flattens to a 
disc for storage and travel. 
Plus, it nests perfectly with 
X-Bowls and X-Mugs for a 
complete cooking/dining 
set. Available in 1.4, 2.8 and 
4 liter sizes. $50–$80

SNOW PEAK 
GEOSHIELD STOVE  
When it comes to cooking 
in the backcountry, weather 
and temperature versatility 
is key—and that’s exactly 
what Snow Peak had in 
mind when they created 
the GeoShield Stove. The 
multi-function windscreen 
lets you adjust the stove 
position if conditions are 
cold or breezy, allowing 
plenty of airflow but 
protecting the cooking 
flame. Plus, the large burner 
area accommodates bigger 
pots and pans. And despite 
its larger operating size, it 
folds up small for taking up 
minimal space in backpacks 
and gear kits. $100

SEA TO SUMMIT 
AEROS PILLOW
Does someone on your 
holiday gift list refuse to 
backpack with you because 
you won’t let them bring 
their pillow? The inflatable 
Aeros Pillow Premium offers 
a comfortable solution. It 
weighs next to nothing 
and is so compact that it 
may get lost in a backpack. 
It offers a design that 
provides such great support 
and comfort, you’ll not only 
encourage them to bring 
their pillow, you’ll probably 
want one of your very own. 
It’s available in several 
sizes and colors—good 
for knowing which one is 
yours! $40

Camp Comforts
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Packs for All

GREGORY TRAILBLAZER 
VINTAGE PACK
Do you know someone 
who aches for the classic 
outdoorsy styles of years 
past? Or, maybe you 
know someone who loves 
all things vintage. This 
fully functional daypack 
combines the classic styling 
of bygone trail days with 
modern features and 
conveniences, including 
an organization pocket, 
trekking pole/ice axe loop 
and padded back panel. 
Available in four awesome 
colors, each with classic 
leather accents, this 
daypack is equally great for 
dayhikes, school, traveling 
or just bumming around 
town. $120

BOREAS ECHO 25 
BACKPACK
“I don’t want my stuff to get 
all wet.” Is that the excuse 
your hiking pal uses when 
it’s a little rainy outside? 
Gift them a waterproof 
Echo backpack and they’ll 
have no more excuses. 
Combining a double-
walled, seam-sealed drybag 
construction with the 
comfort and conveniences 
of a daypack, the Echo will 
keep its contents bone-
dry through the worst of 
downpours. This is the 
perfect hiking, biking and 
commuting backpack for 
Northwest winters. And 
springs ... and summers and 
falls. $140

LOWEPRO PHOTO 
HATCHBACK 22
At last! LowePro has 
combined their dependable 
travel gear with durable 
outdoor functionality. Now 
you—or the photog on 
your gift list—can pack 
your camera along any trail 
adventure with this rugged 
daypack. The padded, 
removable camera box 
holds your DSLR and extra 
lenses, while a bevy of side 
and internal pockets keep 
extra items accessible. This 
is in addition to the roomy 
top compartment with 
plenty of space for lunch, 
snacks and essentials. No 
more leaving your good 
camera behind. $180

KELTY CATALYST 65 
PERFECT-FIT PACK  
Do you hike with someone 
who is constantly fussing 
with their pack straps? 
They might need to be 
upgraded to a Perfect-FIT 
backpack. This overnight 
backpack employs an 
innovative harness system 
that requires just one 
adjustment for a, well, 
perfect fit every time. 
Loaded with features, 
it even comes with a 
detachable daypack. 
Gift your hiking buddy 
a more comfortable trail 
experience—and gift 
yourself fewer trail pauses 
and less, “Hey, wait while I 
fix my pack ...” $180

OSPREY OZONE 
CONVERTIBLE 50
When it comes to quick 
and easy packing solutions, 
you can’t get much easier 
than this combo suitcase 
and backpack. With ample 
storage space, just load 
up and go. The suitcase 
features numerous pockets 
for organizing gear and 
hidden pack straps for 
when you can’t wheel 
it along. Then, cram 
your essentials into the 
detachable daypack and 
you’re good for a day on 
the trail. It’s small enough 
to fit into any overhead 
compartment yet versatile 
enough to go anywhere, 
any time. $300
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MOUNTAIN HARDWEAR 
MICRO THERMOSTATIC
When it comes to light-
weight, high-performance 
puffy jackets, Mountain 
Hardwear’s Micro 
Thermostatic Jacket will 
not leave you wanting. 
Weighing in at 9 very 
packable ounces, it offers 
60 grams of Thermal.Q 
synthetic insulating 
material, which means 
minimal bulk with 
maximum utility—perfect 
for your favorite climber or 
hiker. After you warm up 
on those snowy trails—and 
you will—just stuff it in its 
own pocket and drop it in 
your pack. This will be your 
go-to layering jacket. $175

VASQUE SUNDOWNER 
GTX BOOTS
Years ago, Sundowners—
known for their comfort 
and durability—were 
the hiking boots to have. 
Despite their popularity, 
and to the dismay of hikers 
everywhere, they were 
discontinued. Until now. 
This year, Vasque’s gift to 
hikers everywhere is the 
reintroduction of the classic 
Sundowner hiking boots. 
The updated version retains 
its unique European styling 
but adds a Gore-Tex liner 
for even more weather 
resistance. Treat yourself to 
a pair of dependable boots 
that will keep going, mile 
after mile. $220 

MOUNTAIN HARDWEAR 
BRIGADE HAT
Without a warm hat, it 
doesn’t take long to catch a 
chill on a frosty trail. Ladies, 
keep your noggin warm 
and toasty this winter with 
a smart and stylish winter 
cap. This lightweight cadet-
style hat features quilted 
Thermal.Q insulation and a 
stretchy interior headband 
to keep the chills out on 
those frosty holiday hikes 
and snowshoes. Got a 
special lady on your gift list? 
Treat her to some winter 
warmth and this will likely 
become her new favorite 
essential, both on the trail 
and around town. It’s a win-
win. $35

INJINJI SNOW & 
OUTDOOR SOCKS  
Nothing can make or 
break your winter outdoor 
activities like a pair of 
socks. Treat your feet with 
Injinji’s fun, fashionable 
and functional snow and 
outdoor socks. Made 
from a special merino 
wool blend, these funky 
toe-socks keep your feet 
warm, dry and blister free in 
everything from hiking and 
mountaineering boots to 
ski and snowboard boots. 
And with their colorful 
designs, they’re sure to 
out-personality all of the 
other socks in your, or 
your giftee’s, sock drawer. 
$18–$30

PATAGONIA MID-
WEIGHT BASELAYERS
High-performance 
baselayers are an essential 
for most winter trail 
activities. Patagonia’s 
midweight merino and 
capilene baselayers—many 
made from 100% recycled 
materials—are designed 
to wick away sweat and 
moisture to keep you dry 
and warm—and keep the 
chills away. Top and bottom 
layers are available in a 
variety of colorful styles 
for men and women. Pick 
up a few for yourself, and 
gift a few to your winter 
trail companions. These are 
underwear they won’t want 
to return. $59–$129

Winter Wear
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Stocking Stuffers

ADVENTURE MEDICAL 
TRAIL DOG KIT
You always pack a first 
aid kit for yourself as 
part of the Ten Essentials. 
But what about your 
four-legged best friend? 
Keep your furry buddy 
safe in the backcountry 
with this compact and 
comprehensive trail first 
aid kit specifically for dogs. 
It includes all the supplies 
you’ll need to help treat 
common trail injuries, plus a 
pet first aid manual with all 
the info to get those paws 
back on the trail quickly. 
This is a great gift for all the 
pooch-loving hikers on your 
holiday gift list—and for 
Fido, too! $25

GEAR AID 
GEAR PATCHES
For the perfect stocking 
stuffer, snag a few packs 
of these funky patches. 
Like a Band-Aid for your 
gear, just stick one of these 
patches on any rip, tear 
or hole for an instant fix 
on tents, mattresses and 
rain gear. It only takes a 
second to apply, and will be 
permanent within 24 hours. 
The fun patterns are a 
bonus, giving your beloved 
and trail-tattered gear a 
little personality. Or, put it 
on brand new clothing to 
add a little bit of character! 
Great for kids and anyone 
else who really puts their 
gear to the test. $10

PACKTOWL PERSONAL 
TOWL SET  
Know someone who’s tired 
of dragging a beach towel 
to yoga, camping trips and 
backpacking expeditions? 
This set includes two 
towels: one small Towl for 
the face and one large Towl 
for the body. Plus, they 
come in fun colors and 
with their own stuff sack 
for easy transport. Much 
lighter and more compact 
than most ordinary towels, 
the PackTowl soaks up 
four times its weight in 
water. Throw a set of these 
in your car, workout bag 
or camping gear box and 
you’ll never have to air dry 
again! $25-40

HIGH SIERRA 
HAMMER MULTITOOL  
For countless reasons, 
multitools are a staple 
accessory for campers and 
backpackers. Now, here’s 
one more reason: it’s great 
for pounding in tent stakes. 
With this clever Hammer 
Multitool, you won’t have 
to search around your 
campsite for a rock to 
pound in your stakes. The 
compact design makes it 
easy to pack and carry, and 
it features an assortment of 
other helpful tools for doing 
everything from fixing a 
damaged trekking pole to 
opening bags of beef jerky. 
The gadget lovers on your 
list will love this. $15

HYDRO FLASK
TRUE PINT
We love beer in the Pacific 
Northwest, but drinking 
from a pint glass is tricky 
business. In cold weather 
your hand freezes, but in 
hot weather your hand 
warms the beer. No more! 
All beer lovers will be ready 
to toast with Hydro Flask’s 
True Pint. Made from BPA-
free Pro Grade Stainless 
Steel with a sweat-free 
powder coating, this pint 
glass provides optimal 
temperature control. Cheers 
to that! Pair this insulated 
glass with a bottle of one of 
Washington’s craft brews for 
the perfect gift this holiday 
season. $22
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Share your love and support of trails 
with fellow hikers. Gift memberships 
start at just $40. 

For a limited time, give a special 
gift membership package that 
includes a one-year membership, a 
subscription to Washington Trails and 
a WTA cap for just $65

This holiday season, 
give the gift of a 

WTA membership

Visit wta.org/gift 
to purchase the special 
holiday package or a gift 
membership at any level.
Gift membership package available while supplies last. Order before 
December 14, 2015 to guarantee delivery before the holidays.

SAWYER MINI-FILTER
This handy and compact 
filter weighs only 2 
ounces and fits into the 
palm of your hand. It 
makes a great gift for 
someone who loves hiking, 
camping, backpacking or 
international travel. The 
0.1-micron filter is designed 
to remove all bacteria and 
protozoa from the water 
source, and the cartridge is 
designed to filter 100,000 
gallons. The filter can attach 
to the included drinking 
pouch, many standard 
disposable bottles, and 
hydration packs. It even 
comes with a straw for 
drinking directly from the 
water source. $25

GSI GLACIER 
STAINLESS BOTTLE
Winter’s here. It’s chilly out 
there. And what’s nicer than 
a warming pick-me-up on 
a frosty day than a hot cup 
of coffee, tea or soup? This 
vacuum-insulated bottle 
has got you covered. Now 
you can take your favorite 
warming elixir on the trail, 
in the car or to the office 
and count on it staying 
steaming hot for more than 
24 hours. No joke, the WT 
gear team tested this and 
enjoyed hot tea the day 
after brewing it! Warm up 
someone’s holidays with a 
little liquid storage cheer—
they just might share the 
warmth with you. $30–$35

KLEAN KANTEEN 
GROWLER 
Have you ever tried taking 
beer or kombucha on a hike 
in a regular water bottle? 
It probably didn’t work out 
to well. Klean Kanteen has 
solved that problem with 
their brand-new Growlers. 
Available in standard and 
insulated models, each 
in two sizes, they have 
perfected the bottle’s seal 
down to the molecular 
level to ensure that the 
contents stay fresh and 
fizzy. Now you can leave 
the glass bottles at home 
but still toast the new year 
with your favorite bubbly 
drink from a summit or the 
backcountry. $55–$70

Seasonal Libations
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Techie Treats

SECUR MEDIA PLAYER
Need a small compact 
speaker for your cell phone 
to enjoy your favorite tunes 
in tent and camp? Need a 
rainproof and shockproof 
case to keep your device 
protected in the outdoors? 
How about a way to charge 
your phone when there’s 
no outlet to be found? The 
Secur Media Player serves 
all these functions. It’s a 
weatherproof smartphone 
case, a set of small speakers 
and a power bank that 
recharges with a solar panel 
built into the lid. At only a 
half pound, it’s a whole lot 
of gift for those who can’t 
leave home without their 
favorite electronics. $50

TIMEX EXPEDITION 
SIERRA CHRONO
Do you know someone who 
would appreciate a great 
looking yet durable watch? 
How about yourself? The 
shock-resistant Expedition 
Sierra is a quartz analog 
watch that features a 
stainless steel case, INDIGLO 
night light, and is water 
resistant to 100 meters—
perfect for the soggy 
Northwest. With its genuine 
leather strap and rugged 
style, it will look great on 
the hiking trail and in the 
office. With this gift, you—
or the fortunate recipient 
on your list—will always 
know when it’s time to hit 
the trail. $120.

VIVITAR DVR 787HD 
ACTION CAMERA
Action cams have become 
increasingly popular as a 
way of showcasing outdoor 
and adventure activities 
in creative ways. Vivitar’s 
Action Camera captures 
1080p high definition video 
at 60 frames per second 
and includes a waterproof 
case, remote control and 
mounts for a helmet and 
an ATV or bike.  It features 
a 2.4-inch touchscreen 
display and a 4x digital 
zoom in a compact size and 
weight that will allow your 
favorite outdoor adventurer 
to record their adventures 
without the camera getting 
in the way. $90

MIDLAND X-TALKER 
RADIOS
Communication can be a 
challenge for families and 
groups that get strung out 
along the trail. While yelling 
loudly might sometimes 
work, the human voice 
doesn’t carry very far. That’s 
where a pair of radios can 
be really handy. Midland’s 
X-talkers have a range of up 
to 32 miles and feature 36 
channels and 121 privacy 
codes. With 10 hours of 
talk time on a battery 
charge and weather alert 
features, these radios can 
keep a group in contact 
and provide a margin of 
safety even on extended 
backpacking trips. $70

BEELINE SMART-
PHONE CASE  
Accidents happen. And 
they usually happen to 
electronics. Smartphones 
have become valuable tools 
on trail—GPS, map, camera, 
helpful apps—making it 
vital to stay connected. 
With a Beeline case you 
can—literally! The Beeline 
secures your phone in an 
impact-resistant shell and 
attaches directly to you 
via the “Stinger,” a small 
carabiner attached to a 
retractable, Kevlar cord. 
Clip it to any belt loop or 
pack strap to keep your 
smartphone tethered to 
you in case of accidental 
fumbles. $60–$70
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Come to the rescue for trails in need. Make a 
tax-deductible contribution by December 31 to 
protect the trails you love. 

Visit wta.org/donate


